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LOCAL STRUCTURAL STABILITY OF C 2 INTEGRABLE 1-FORMS by Alcides LINS Neto
In this paper we define a class of C^r ^ 2) locally structurally stable integrable i-forms with singularities. The main idea is to consider integrable 1-forms on R" with singularities such that the 2-jet of the form in the singularities satisfy a « hyperbolicity condition )) to be defined in § 1. With this condition we show in theorems A, B and E that the foliation induced by the form in a neighborhood of the singularities is topologically equivalent to a foliation induced by a hyperbolic linear action of R"" 1 on R\ In theorem C we show that the set of singularities of the form is a cell complex which is stable if we impose transversality conditions. In theorem D we show that the foliation induced by the form in a neighborhood of the singularities is locally like a product of a singular codimension one foliation in R 3 by codimension three planes in R\ In § 1 we give the definitions, state the results and give some examples. In § 2 we prove the results. I wish to thank specially A. S. Medeiros and C. Camacho for helpful conversations and ideas.
Definitions and results.

General definitions.
Let M be a C 30 manifold of dimension TZ. We shall denote the set of C' /c-torms on M by A^'^M) and if k = 1, A^^M) = A^M). A 1-form on M will be integrable if co A do = 0. The set of integrable C 7 ' 1-forms on M will be denoted by ^(M). In A^M) we shall consider the ll 
Some known results.
Singularities of integrable 1-forms were considered by Reeb in [1] . In his work Reeb showed that an integrable 1-n form with non degenerate linear part of the type ^ x^dx1 =1 is locally equivalent to the linear part. Furthermore he showed that in the case that the form is analytic it is sufficient that the linear part be non degenerate, for the local equivalence. Kupka in [2] considered this problem from the structural stability point of view. In this paper he gave some necessary conditions for C 1 structural stability. In [3] Medeiros extends the results of Reeb to the case in which the form is C 1 and n the linear part of co is of the type ^ s^ dx^ (s^ = ± 1) i=i and the number of e^s with minus and plus sign is not two. Furthermore he considered the case (Op = 0 but d(^p ^ 0 and in this case he showed that singular foliation induced by co is locally equivalent to the product of a singular codimension 1 foliation on R 2 by codimension 2 planes in R' 1 (see the picture below). In this paper we analyze the case in which the linear part is zero but the two jet of the form in the singularity is not zero.
The results.
Let co e ^(V), where V is an open set of R 71 . If jWp=0 and j\^\=q, then q is a i-form with coefficients homogeneous of degree n two and q A dq == 0. Let Q(n) = {q £ ^(R^y = ^ ^ dx,, 1=1 where ^ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree two}. If co e A^R 3 ), we define rot (co) to be the unique vector field X in R 3 such that dco = i'x {dx^ A dx^ A dx^), where tor a A'-form T] in R", ix{^l) is the (/c -l)-form such that (•y])(^ . . ., ^,-1) = ^(X, pi^ . . ., p,_i). If ^ e Q(3) then rot (y) is a linear vector field in R 2 . 
Case iii) occurs only when the eigenvalues of rot (^/^) are of the form X, X, -2X(X ^ 0), where T: <= R" 15 Zi/ce in 1.3.1.
1.3.3.
Remark. -Let S = S(n) c: Q(n) be the set of simple 1-forms in Q(n). Then S is open (but not dense) in Q(n). We remark that if q e S, then it is not difficult to see that the three canonical types i), ii) and iii) can be obtained in the following way : Take two linear comutative vector fields in R 3 , say X and Y. Let Z = X X Y, where X denotes We have the following results : A global structural stability theorem for forms with singularities of the type above can be found in [10] .
Some problems.
There are some problems and questions which arise naturally :
1. In which situation is the hyperbolicity condition necessary for local structural stability?
2. Let co be the integrable 1-form in R 71 defined by
Is it locally stable for a dense set of a^?
3. Generalize the definitions and theorems for systems of integrable 1-forms or for /c-forms. 5. Does the space of germs in 0 of hyperbolic 1-forms have a structure of a Banach manifold? Notice that Medeiros has a proof that in the case d^Q + 0 the answer is yes.
Pictures.
Here we sketch the pictures of the foliations induced by the forms i) and ii) of 1.3.2 in R 3 .
Case i. co = ax^ dx^ + bx^ dx^ + cx^ dx^ with a, by c 1=-0.
We have two cases : i.l) a, b, c have the same sign and i.2) a, 6, c do not have the same sign. In the pictures below we sketch the pictures of the intersection of the foliations with a sphere. Some of these pictures can be found in [4] . remark that all these cases are topologically equivalents as we shall see in the proof of corollary B. We sketch below some typical leaves.
Proof of the results.
Proof of proposition 1.3.2.
First case : n = 3.
By definition we have dq = ^x(r) where r = dx^ A dx^ A dx^ and X == rot {q) is linear and trace (X) === 0. Let A be a linear transformation of R 3 . Then
where A*(X) = A'^X.A). Let A be a linear isomorphism of R 3 such that det (A) = 1 and A*(X) is in Jordan's canonical form, with respect to the canonical base of R 3 . We have three possibilities :
Now suppose we have a). The other cases are analogous. Let q = \^X^XQ dx^ -\x^x^ dx^. We have dq = d(A.*q), therefore A.*q = q + df, where f: R 3 -> R is cubic. By the integrability condition we must have dq A df = 0, or Second case: n > 3.
It is sufficient to show that q can be reduced to a 1-form depending of 3 variables. Let q e Q(7z) and TT <= R 71 be such that dim n == 3 and CO/TT is simple. Suppose that (x^y x^ XQ, 0, . . ., 0) is the parametrization of TT. Let which implies that -L == 0 for k ^ 4. b^, 2.1.1. .Remark. -Observe that in the above proof we use only that dqfn is hyperbolic and the relation dq A dq = 0 to show that there exists a linear isomorphism A of R" such that A* {dq) depends of three variables.
2,2. Proof of Theorem A.
As the theorem is local we shall consider M = R 3 and p == 0. We need some lemmas. == 0. Case i') : We can suppose a, by c > 0. In this case Zo has 14 singularities : 8 centers, corresponding to tangencies of ^{q) with S^ and 6 sadles corresponding sing (q) n S^. The phase space is like in picture 2.1. In this case Zo is not structurally stable.
Proof. -Let p e M -sing (dco). Then
= (ix(^ A dco))p == ^p(X(p)). do)^ -cop
Case i") :
We can suppose b > c > 0 > a. In this case Zo has 6 hyperbolic singularities corresponding to sing [q) n S^. These singularities are 2 sadles, 2 sinks and 2 sources. In fact it is not difficult to see that Zo, in this case, is a MorseSmale vector field in S^ (cf. [5] ) and its phase space is like in picture 2.2.
Case ii) :
here &, c 7^ 0. In this case
and it is not difficult to see that the non-wandering set of Zo is the union of two hyperbolic singularities (which are sinks or sources) and one hyperbolic closed trajectory. The phase portrait of Zo is like in pictures 3.4. Observe that Zo is Morse-Smale in all cases. By 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 we can conclude the following facts : 1) If p is small, then Zo and Zp have the same number of singularities. This fact implies that the restrictions co/Sâ nd ql^ have the same number of singularities. Furthermorê (co) and ^{q) have the same number of tangencies with Sâ nd sing (co) r\ S^, sing (y) n S^ have the same number of points.
2) For cases i") and ii) Zo is topologically equivalent to Zp, if p is small, which means that the restrictions of co and q to S^ are topologically equivalent. Now let GO e ^(R 3 ) and 0 be a hyperbolic singularity of o. Proof. -From the theory of invariant manifolds (cf. [8] ), if p is small, the intersection of the stable manifold of X at 0 with Up g is a closed curve and X restricted to Wo(X) n Up,, is transversal to Up g. If we take s small enough then X is transversal to Uo g and the same is true for L. By the X-lemma (cf. [5] )/'if Uo = Up,g then Up,g(X) u W^(X) contains a neighborhood of the origin Vx ^ Uo. Let us prove b). As the restriction of G) and q to S^ are topologically equivalent to Zp and Zo respectively, it is enough to show that Zo and Zp are topologically equivalent in a neighborhood U § = Ui § of {^3 == 0} in S^. In cases i") and ii), it is obvious, since Zo and Zp are Morse-Smale and are transversal to <^U § if 8 and p are small (cf. [6] ). Let us consider case i 7 ) . In this case Zp is not transversal to OU §, but Zo has eight tangencies with ()Ug, which are generic, therefore if p is small, Zp has eight tangencies too. As W^(X) n Uo g is a closed curve C, and Zo must have four sadle points in U §, this sadles must lie in C and C-{sadles} has four compo-nents which are sadle connections. The phase space of Zp in U § is like in the picture below Using a known argument of arc length it is possible to construct a topological equivalence between ZQ and Zo in U § (cf. [6] and [7] ).
Let us prove c). It is sufficient to show that the intersection of any leaf of ^'(co/Vx) with S^ has only one connected component, because Zp is transversal to &U § in cases i") and ii) and in case i') the tangencies of Zp with <)U § are generic (of the type y = x 2 ). Consider X = rot (co), L == rot {q). It is not difficult to see that if p is small then the set of tangencies of X with S 2 is the union of two closed disjoint curves yi(p) and y2(p). Let 8(p) = Wo(X) n Sâ nd {pi(p), p2(p)} = W^(X) n S^. Then it is not difficult to see that Sp 2 -[{pi(p), p^p)} u yi(p) u y2(p) u S(p)] is the union of four cilindric regions A^, B,, i = 1, 2, as in the picture below. By a know construction we can define two Poincare transformations fi: Ai -> B^, i = 1, 2, so that if q e A^, f^q) is the first point of the positive trajectory of X by q in B^. In fact fi can be extended to y^(p) U A^ = A^ by setting fi{q) = q if g e Yi(p). Now, let Z be a leaf of co restricted to the interior region V bounded by S|. Let C be a component of I n Sj such that C n Ai ^ 0. Then the projection of C in S^ is a trajectory of Zp, which implies that C n vi(p) ^ 0, We define h(p) to be the unique point of the positive trajectory 0+(L, Ji{p')) (of Jz{p') by L) such that
fWp)) == f{p).
It is not difficult to see that if h is continuous then it is a local equivalence between co and q. The continuity of h in Vx -W^(X) is obvious. Let us show that h is continuous in Wo"(X) n Vx. Let p, -> p e W^(X) as ^ -^ oo. Then /*(Pn) -> A?) anc^ ^e s^q^^e pn = 0~~(X, pj n A has its acumulation points in W^(X) n A, therefore the sequence h(pn) acumulates in Wg(L) n A which implies that
and h is continuous.
Proof of Corollary B.
Let p be a hyperbolic singularity of o e ^(M 3 ), r ^ 2, and /^(^p == ? e Q(3)-Taking a parametrization of a neighborhood of p, we can suppose p = 0, co e ^(R 3 ). As rot (g) is hyperbolic, there exist neighborhoods jl ^ Q(3) of q such that if yep then q is hyperbolic. As q is hyperbolic we can take pi in such a way that q e pi is topologically equivalent to q. Now it is sufficient to show that given a neighborhood V of 0, there exists a neighborhood [L of co in ^(R) 3 such that if o5 e pi, there exists p e V such that y 1^)^ = 0 and /^(co^e p. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that 0 is a hyperbolic singularity of rot (o) and of lemma 2.2.2.
Proof of Theorem C.
Let us show that sing (dco) ^ sing (co) and sing (dco) is a C sing (rfco/V) = sing (^) = {a-e V|<Ka;) = 0}).
Let p e sing (<^). By the integrability condition we have ( * ) Qi^v + ^ij + 0;i Q^ = 0.
As A is non-singular in V, there exists 1 < I ^ 3 such that "&^2 ^p^ ^ °' Takin g the partial derivative of (* ) with respect to x, at p and using the fact that 
